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I. INTRODUCTION

Human-robot collaboration requires to equip the robot with

explicit reasoning on the human and on its own capacities to

achieve its tasks in a collaborative way with a human partner.

We present a robot control system which has been especially

designed for a cognitive robot which shares space and task

with a human. We have adopted a constructive approach based

on effective individual and collaborative skills. The system is

comprehensive since it aims at dealing with a complete set of

abilities articulated so that the robot controller is effectively

able to conduct a collaborative task with a human partner in

a flexible manner

These abilities include geometric reasoning and situation

assessment based essentially on perspective-taking and affor-

dances, management and exploitation by the robot of each

agent beliefs (human and robot) in a separate cognitive model,

human-aware task planning and human and robot interleaved

plan achievement

II. A DECISIONAL FRAMEWORK
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Figure 1. Robot reasoning about HRI and anticipation of human activities:
sources of information are multi-modal dialogue, and observation of environ-
ment and human activity

We envision HRI in a context where two agents (a human

and a robot) share a common space and exchange information

through various modalities. Our aim is to endow the robot

with an explicit consideration of the human and with the

ability to manage its interactions with him (Figure 1). This

must be considered at the architecture level as well as at the

task/motion planning and execution level.

We have devised a decisional framework for human-robot

interactive task achievement that is aimed to allow the robot

not only to accomplish its tasks but also to produce behaviors

that support its engagement vis-a-vis its human partner and

to interpret human behaviors and intentions. Together and

in coherence with this framework, we have developed and

experimented various task planners and interaction schemes

that allow the robot to select and perform its tasks while

taking into account explicitly the human abilities as well as

the constraints imposed by the presence of humans, their needs

and preferences.

Interaction happens as a consequence of an explicit request

of the human to satisfy a goal or because the robot finds itself

in a situation where it is useful if not mandatory. In both

cases, the robot has a goal to satisfy. An important issue is

the notion of engagement, a process in which the robot will

have to establish, maintain and terminate a connection with

a human partner. This covers goal establishment, selection

of an incremental refinement of the task that is intended

to be achieved, and execution control including monitoring,

and even influencing, human task performance and his/her

commitment to the goal. The human involvement may range

from a direct participation to the task achievement, to a simple

“acceptance” of robot activity in his/her close vicinity.

Our robot is controlled by a three layer architecture [1]. We

present briefly its decisional layer. The proposed decisional

framework consists of several entities, having each a specific

role as illustrated by Figure 2. We describe how the robot

is controlled through an analysis of the three main activities

performed by the robot controller:

1) Situation assessment and context management

2) Goals and plans management

3) Action refinement, execution and monitoring

The next three sections describe the three robot controller

activities and how they make use of a number of key compo-
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Figure 2. Architecture of the robot control system

nents in the architecture:

• SPARK: Spatial Reasoning and Knowledge module [12]

• ORO: a knowledge management module [3]

• HATP: a Human-Aware Task Planner [2]

• A set of Human aware motion, placement and manipu-

lation planners [6], [8], [10]

Other decisional activities, such as situated dialog ( [4], [9],

not presented here) have been developed that use the same set

of components.

III. SITUATION ASSESSMENT AND CONTEXT

MANAGEMENT

This activity involves the geometric and temporal reasoning

component, the symbolic facts and belief management com-

ponent and the dedicated robot controller activity (Figure 2).

Geometric reasoning plays a central role in our architecture.

It is performed by a component called SPARK (Spatial Rea-

soning and Knowledge [12]) in the current implementation.

It is responsible for geometric information gathering and it

embeds a number of decisional activities linked to abstraction

(symbolic facts production) and inference based on geomet-

ric and temporal reasoning. SPARK maintains all geometric

positions and configurations of agents, objects and furniture

coming from perception and previous or a priori knowledge.

Reasoning about human perspective allows to compute

facts such as: 〈GREY_TAPE isBehind HUMAN1〉, 〈GREY_TAPE

isVisibleBy HUMAN1〉.

Monitoring human activity is crucial to maintain a coherent

state of the world. Full human action and activity monitoring

is a difficult task that requires knowledge and reasoning both

on high level facts like goals, intentions and plans, as well

as bottom-up data from agent and object motions. Simple

temporal and geometric reasoning on human hand trajectories

and potential objects placements can provide some useful clues

for high level human monitoring processes.

The facts produced by the geometric and temporal reasoning

component are stored in a central symbolic knowledge base,

called ORO. Besides acting as a facts database, the ORO plat-

form [3] exposes several functions: operations on knowledge

statements relying on inference (through a continuous first-

order logic classification process), management of per-agent

symbolic models, and also higher cognitive and human-robot

interaction related functionalities like categorization of sets of

concepts and natural language grounding [4].

IV. GOAL AND PLAN MANAGEMENT

In order to devise how a given goal can be accomplished, the

robot has to elaborate a plan, i.e. a set of actions to be achieved

by itself and its human partners. This is the role of HATP

[2] (for Human Aware Task Planner). HATP is based on a

Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) refinement which performs

an iterative task decomposition into sub-tasks until reaching

atomic actions [7].

One key feature is that HATP is able to produce plans for

the robot actions as well as for the other participants (humans

or robots).

The resulting plan, called “shared plan” is a set of actions

that form a stream for each agent involved in the goal



achievement. Depending on the context, some “shared plans”

contain causal relations between agents.

It can be tuned by setting up different costs depending on the

actions to apply and by taking into account a set of constraints

called social rules. This tuning aims at adapting the robot

behavior according to the desired level of cooperation of the

robot [2].

Depending on the context and on the shared plan elaborated

by HATP for a given goal, the robot controller decides to

execute an action or to ask its human partner to do it. Actions

feasibility by the human or the robot are regularly reconsidered

based on the reachability / visibility computation mechanisms.

V. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

Let us take a simple example to illustrate a full run of

the system. We assume here that the robot (and the human)

has been given the joint goal “CLEAN TABLE”. For HATP,

this means putting all tapes that are currently on the table in

the trashbin. Depending on the state of the world and agent

preferences, different plans are produced.

There is only one tape on the table and it is is reachable

only by the robot while the trashbin is reachable only by the

human.

Figure V illustrates the main processes occurring during

a multi-step human-robot collaborative goal achievement. The

plan produced is quite straightforward and is shown in the third

row called “Goal and Plan”. It consists in 4 successive actions

involving the robot and the human. Robot grasps the tape and

then places it on the table at a position where it is visible

and reachable for the human. Human then is asked to pick

the tape and to throw it in the trashbin. The first row, named

“Cameras”, shows several snapshots corresponding to various

execution steps. Snapshot 1 corresponds to the initial situation.

Snapshots 2, 3, 4 and 5 give the state after the successive

achievement of the four actions in the plan. The second row,

named “3D Model”, shows the display of SPARK at the

same instants. The fourth row, called “Robot Speech Acts”,

illustrates robot speech acts produced along the execution to

inform the human partner about goal and plan creation and

status and to verbalize the actions that the human is asked to

execute. The fifth row illustrates robot knowledge on itself and

on the objects. The sixth row illustrates the robot knowledge

about the human state. The seventh row gives ongoing robot

action with action preconditions and effects assessment as

well as motion execution tasks. The eighth row gives ongoing

human action with action preconditions and effects assessment

and monitoring activity.
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Figure 3. The main processes occurring during a multi-step human-robot collaborative goal achievement


